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Mise-en-Scène

– The emergence of self-aware RDM
2011-2013, Iridium Project (part of JISC MRD)
October 2014, Graham Collins, Research Computing Analyst, IT Service
“Do something for research”
June 2015, Chris Emmerson, Research Data Manager, Library
“Address EPSRC data expectations”
Ever present, Niall O’Loughlin, Policy and Information Officer, Research Office
“Achieve compliance”
Technology?
- In-house RIS, somewhat out of date
- A helpful IT infrastructure team

Mandate and Approach

– Where to start and then what?
Mandate: Save us from the EPSRC expectations, and establish a
Research Data Service
With hindsight we can see that we’ve developed a ‘strategy of trajectory’ that does
the following:
– Re-iterate and re-use: Today’s short term fix must enable tomorrow’s longerterm solution
– Touch all stages of the research data lifecycle: Demonstrate the ubiquitous
usefulness of the RDS
– Never mind the floodgates: Be deliberate, and don’t worry too much about
service profile
– Recruit downstream fellow travellers in service provision: Research Support
Officers/ Managers, PG skills coordinators

Implementation

– What we actually did
Long term aim: Establish a Research Data Service
Short term fix: Support existing RDM practice, raise awareness, messages from
within, training, DMP review – don’t let them behind the curtain!

Long term aim: A University Research Repository
Short term fix: MVP (auditable, manageable, researcher owns the process) pilot
data catalogue – good but not too good!

Data Catalogue
– First Iteration
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Data Catalogue
– Second Iteration
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What’s Next?

– Today’s short fix feeds tomorrow’s long term solution
Long term aims: RDM solution for all researchers
Short term fix: piece meal approach
Build it…
1) Pilot catalogue as a case study for a University wide system catalogue
2) Pointless to have a catalogue system if there isn’t anything to catalogue –
archive space
3) 1 and 2 forming a Newcastle repository
… and they will come
4) Greater understanding of DMP within faculty (admin and academic)
5) Increased profile of RDS
6) Best practice of RDM

How long a conga is too long a conga?
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Questions

Christopher.Emmerson@ncl.ac.uk / Graham.Collins@ncl.ac.uk
rdm@ncl.ac.uk / www.ncl.ac.uk/res/rdm
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